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New: the U.K. is claiming victory over the EU in the Brexit talks. Let's take a closer

look... 1/

.@EuroGuido has shared a `scorecard' of the negotiations, claiming Britain `won' 43% of the issues in the talks. EU won

17%, 40% were mutual compromise. Bear in mind, this is the British negotiating team marking its own work.. 2/

https://t.co/R4OitKqy3F

The key q is *how important* are the issues. Just tallying them up doesn't say much. If you won lots of small, low-impact

areas, but lost in big areas important to your economy, that's what matters 3/

And at first glance, there are some important things missing for the UK. 1) No mutual recognition of conformity assessment.

This means companies will have to pay to certify their products in both the UK and EU. Double regulation = double the cost

4/

We discussed the cost of bureaucracy duplication due to Brexit here 5/ https://t.co/VkBrwDZfM5

Also - no automatic recognition of professional qualifications. This is big for the services industry - 80% of UK economy - and

means if you're an architect, accountant or consultant, it'll be harder for you to sell your services in the EU 6/
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Financial services - ~7% of UK economy - is deemed an EU win. UK wanted something ambitious, covering new areas and

with provisions on regulatory cooperation. But the end result is what we normally see in EU FTAs 7/

And some of the claimed `wins' don't accurately reflect the opening negotiating positions. The UK claims bilateral cumulation

on rules of origin is a win - but its opening ask was actually more ambitious, it wanted diagonal cumulation 8/



To get up to speed on rules of origin and Brexit (it's critical to understanding how trade will work from 2021), we covered the

issues here 9/ https://t.co/MS0jJu9EV2

The U.K. seems to have got what it wanted in removing any role for the ECJ, and it won't have to dynamically align with EU

laws. So, good on the sovereignty account - but we still need to see the full text. Watch this space.. ends/

https://t.co/VWZRQ3hM6I
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